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Road Freight Council 

Minutes of the meeting held at One Great George Street, London, SW1P 3AA on 

Thursday 4 May 2017 at 09:30 

 
 
PRESENT  ) 
   ) 
IN ATTENDANCE ) As recorded in the minute book 
   )  
APOLOGIES  ) 
 
 

ROAD/17/12 Apologies and personnel 

Apologies were taken as read and recorded in the minute book.   

 

ROAD/17/13 Minutes and matters arising 

Following discussions at the last meeting, and further discussions with FTA’s Van 
Excellence Governance Group as agreed, FTA responded to the Department for 
Transport’s consultation on changes to first MOT intervals and funding of 
van enforcement in the following terms:  

• Opposed any increase of first MOT interval for any vehicles  
• Proposed two year first interval for class 7 vans  
• Supported in principle the transfer of enforcement fee to industry  
• Proposed consideration of moving the fee to Vehicle Excise Duty 
• Proposed consideration of application of the fee only to re-tests.  
 

Following discussions at the last meeting, FTA responded to the Department for 
Transport’s consultation on Technical changes to Motor Insurance in the 
following terms: 

• Support for the option of a sunset clause to any new regulations stemming 
from this consultation. 

• Although the Amended Directive Option, could provide the best outcome for 
UK vehicle owners it must be introduced with clarity and sufficient lead.  

• The cost of introducing a complex mechanism to enforce newly in scope 
vehicles should be minimised given the desire for a sunset clause.  

 



FTA had also responded to consultations on the A303 at Stonehenge and 
the Future of the Severn Bridge tolls 

The minutes of the meeting held on 2 February 2017 were approved as 
a true and accurate record of the meeting.   

Concern was raised regarding FTA’s exposure in the media.  The Chief Executive 
noted that other trade bodies were prepared to take a more sensational 
approach to their media profile, and that the trade press knew this and often 
pursued such lines.  FTA always took an evidence-based, measured approach to 
its media strategy, and the Association did achieve wide and varied coverage 
across print and broadcast media, at national, regional and trade level.  
Secretary’s note: a summary of FTA’s press activity for the preceding 
quarter is published in each Activities Report.  

 

ROAD/17/14 Conduct of FTA meetings 

Council noted the rules and guidance for the conduct of FTA meetings.   

 

ROAD/17/15 Secretary’s Report 

The new Traffic Commissioners had started to take their posts with Tim 
Blackmore, Traffic Commissioner for the North Eastern Traffic Area starting at 
the beginning of the month and Simon Evans, Traffic Commissioner for the 
North Western Traffic Area, starting on 1 June after Beverley Bell had stepped 
down.  FTA had arranged an introductory meeting with Mr Blackmore and would 
pursue a similar meeting with Mr Evans.   

In April, the Transport Minister appointed Richard Turfitt, currently Traffic 
Commissioner for the Eastern Traffic Area, as the new Senior Traffic 
Commissioner when Beverley Bell stepped down from that role in June.  Mr 
Turfitt had been invited to visit Road Freight Council.   

Members were advised that FTA staff were detecting greater disquiet regarding 
the availability of test capacity, particularly in the South East of England.  
FTA had always supported the testing transformation programme, and 
discussions in freight councils had always drawn broad support.   

FTA had always emphasised to Government, and in giving evidence to the 
Transport Select Committee, that because DVSA had now established its 
relationship with the ATF providers, it appeared to have all but abandoned its 
relationship with operators over testing.  The Agency did not collect data to 
assess the service standard that operators were experiencing.  

Members were advised to raise any feedback regarding test availability with the 
secretary.   

Following discussions in Councils, members were advised on progress of 
proposals on Shipper statement of weight.  Guidance and draft legislation 
was expected to be issued after the election.   



Members raised concerns regarding the lack of clarity of definitions in the 
proposals.  FTA would continue to pursue further clarity on the definitions from 
the Department for Transport.   

 
ROAD/17/16 Driver Facilities 

Council was updated on the further development of a Driver Facilities Charter.   

It was suggested that charging of vehicles to park for more than two hours at 
Motorway Service Areas had created an overspill encroaching on HGV parking 
and that roadworks often impacted upon journey-time and therefore planned 
rest points.  Further, it was suggested that HGV User Levy funds should 
contribute to the provision of infrastructure.   
 

It was emphasised that members and operators were not expected to sign up to 
the Charter unilaterally; the Charter outlined actions for Government, Local 
Government and service providers as well as industry – it acted as a set of 
proposals which all parties would have to support.  It was suggested that the 
Charter should also highlight a requirement for local authorities to monitor the 
demand for parking facilities locally, and that the language should suggest 
standards to be expectations rather than aspirations.   
 

FTA would amend the Charter accordingly; it will then form the basis of 
FTA’s approach to the issue with the new Government.   

 

ROAD/17/17 Driver Agency Accreditation Scheme  

Members were updated on the Driver Agency Accreditation Scheme and 
encouraged to engage with the scheme as operators and were questioned as to 
whether it remained necessary.  

Members expressed concern that similar accreditation schemes had been 
developed in the past and had not delivered solutions to the perceived 
problems; the scheme had to be able to demonstrate business value to 
operators.  It was noted that DVSA fleet inspections asked how an operator 
managed driver agencies so such a scheme could create a straightforward way 
for operators to provide a satisfactory response.   

Very few members reported being aware of the scheme and it was suggested 
that more effective promotion of the scheme’s benefits should be considered.    

 

ROAD/17/18 Air quality 

Council was updated on refinements to proposals for an Ultra-Low Emission 
Zone in London.  The scheme was now expected to require all vehicles in central 
London to meet Euro VI or Euro 6 standards by April 2019, with an expansion 
for HGVs to Greater London HGV expansion 2020, and to inner London for vans 
in 2021.  Following rulings in the High Court it was expected that the 



Government’s Air Quality plan would be published the day after the Council 
meeting.   

It was expected that the proposals would include some form of scrappage 
scheme although this was likely to be focussed upon Small and Medium-sized 
Enterprises (SME); this would be planned, by Government, to address some of 
the distortion to the market created by regulation of access to major towns and 
cities, and would need to find a mechanism for applying the scheme to vehicles 
likely to be deployed mostly in affected cities.  Members expressed concern that 
a scrappage scheme acted to penalise operators who had already acted to renew 
their fleet voluntarily.  It was suggested that a capital allowance scheme should 
be implemented instead.   

It was suggested that invest in infrastructure for gas remained a key 
requirement for the continued uptake of cleaner fuelled vehicles.  Concern was 
expressed that the expected Government announcement could have a 
detrimental impact upon the book value of existing vehicle assets, and also for 
the impact upon maintenance businesses who may be located within any future 
Clean Air Zones.  It was also questioned whether Euro VI would deliver the 
tangible improvements to air quality expected or required; furthermore, it was 
thought often difficult to satisfactorily identify Euro 6 light vehicles.   

Benefits must be able to benefit commercial vehicles as well as cars, 
with greater benefits for the logistics industry as a whole.   

Scrappage schemes were not specifically endorsed.   

 

ROAD/17/19 Driver shortage report 

Members were updated on FTA’s Driver shortage report.  The slides were made 
available to members.   

 

ROAD/17/20 Earned Recognition 

Council was updated on developments of DVSA’s proposed accreditation 
scheme: Earned Recognition.  Members continued to express concerns that 
tangible benefits to participants in the scheme were difficult to identify.  FTA had 
been invited by the Department for Transport to identify what potential benefits 
of the scheme could encourage more operators to take part.   

Concern was expressed that the scheme appeared to have failed in respect of 
recognising established audit systems already applied by operators who strived 
for excellence in compliance standards, since it required new standards and 
processes to be entered into.  The existing requirement to have fully electronic 
maintenance systems was considered too great a burden of investment to 
access the scheme.  Whilst it was suggested that smaller operators were 
disadvantaged by not having the scale to be able to justify investment in 
technological solutions, this was countered by the suggestion that very large 
operations, with various maintenance providers across the country, would find it 
significantly more challenging to bring all providers into line in order to satisfy 
the entry requirements.  



It was suggested that Earned Recognition was an indicator that OCRS had not 
worked.  Also, that membership should remain confidential so that it could not 
be used as a prerequisite to procurement processes.   

During discussions Council identified the following potential benefits 
which could be investigated:   

Use of private testing 

Removal of testing / Extension to MOT frequency 

Access to bus lanes 

 

ROAD/17/21 Future of operator licensing 

Council discussed comments recently made in the press regarding the fee 
structure of operator licensing.   

 

ROAD/17/22 Any other business 

Council noted concerns raised surrounding the high profile case of the bus 
operator who had arranged for the Senior Traffic Commissioner to be followed 
and filmed and had been subject to regulatory action by a Deputy Traffic 
Commissioner.   

 

ROAD/17/23 Date of next meeting 

The next meeting of Road Freight Council will take place on Thursday 6 July 
2017 at One Great George Street, London.   

 

 



  
 
  
  
 
 
 
 
 

Rail Freight Council 

Minutes of the meeting held at One Great George Street, London, SW1P 3AA on 

Thursday 4 May 2017 at 09:30 

 
 
PRESENT  ) 
   ) 
IN ATTENDANCE ) As recorded in the minute book 
   )  
APOLOGIES  ) 
 
 
 
 

RAIL/17/11 
 

Apologies and personnel 
As noted in the attendance register.  
 
Council noted that this was Nigel Jones’ last meeting representing DB Cargo 
and thanked Nigel for his valued contribution to FTA over the years. Council 
welcomed Richard Clarke as Nigel’s replacement at Council. 
 
Council also welcomed Ed Wilson who was deputising for Guy Bates of 
Network Rail. 
 
FTA introduced Heidi Skinner, FTA’s new Public Affairs Manager. 
hskinner@fta.co.uk    
 

RAIL/17/12 
 

Minutes and matters arising 
Council approved the minutes of the Rail Freight Council meeting held on 2nd 
February 2017. Proposed Neil Sime (Victa Railfreight), Seconded Nigel Jones 
(DB Cargo) 
 

RAIL/17/13     
 
 
 

Market round-up     
 
Construction traffic is up with demand for terminals increasing, intermodal up 
as well, steel traffic ok as construction has not dipped as predicted post 
Brexit. 
 
(Network Rail’s freight commodity volume reports and FDM and SFC reports 
have been circulated under separate cover post meeting) 
 
RAIB interest in wagon loading was reported following recent derailments.   
 

RAIL/17/14 Rail Freight Council – future work plan 
To discuss and agree future policy work plan headlines of Rail Freight Council. 
 
As drafted in the FTA UK Council Papers Booklet this was accepted. The next 
steps are for the Chairman and Secretary to meet and draft the next iteration 

mailto:hskinner@fta.co.uk


  

  

 
 
 
 
 
 

and likewise with a consequential re-working of the “Agenda for More” as the 
public statement of FTA Rail Policy.   
 

RAIL/17/15 
 
 

Rail freight innovation development presentations 
 
Presentations followed by member discussion on industry opportunities and 
actions going forwards were given by: 
 
- Local operations, Neil Sime Victa Railfreight 
- Wagon developments, Ian Shaw VTG Rail  
- Customer perspective, John Carpenter Tarmac 
 
(The presentations have been circulated under separate cover post meeting) 
 
 

RAIL/17/16 
 

Costs of rail freight 
 
To discuss FTA lobbying and potential campaign work on costs of rail freight 
including Track Access Charges review and MSRS Grants future and agree 
potential actions going forwards. 
 
As drafted in the FTA UK Council Papers Booklet this was accepted. The next 
step is post UK General Election for FTA to pick up on this with lobbying of 
relevant constituency / committee MPs and incoming Government Ministers. 
 

RAIL/17/17 Secretary’s Report 
 
The Secretary updated on Network Rail’s FNPO Draft Route Strategic Plan. 
The next stage is a Network Rail SO SBP Stakeholder workshop. 
 
FTA’s new Public Affairs Manager introduced FTA’s “manifesto” that will be 
used in pre and post UK General Election Parliamentary and Governmental 
lobbying. 
 
Secretary updated on Transport Scotland Rail Freight Workshops, the first on 
21st June at Freightliner Coatbridge. Further are planned later for Inverness / 
Aberdeen. (The details have been circulated under separate cover post 
meeting) 
 

RAIL/17/18 Dates of Next Meetings 
The next meeting of Rail Freight Council will take place on Thursday 6 July 
2017 at One Great George Street, London.   

 



 

British Shippers’ Council 

Minutes of the meeting held at One Great George Street, London, SW1P 3AA on 

Thursday 4 May 2017 at 09:30 

 
 
PRESENT  ) 
   ) 
IN ATTENDANCE ) As recorded in the minute book 
   )  
APOLOGIES  ) 
 
 

BSC/17/6  Apologies and personnel 

Apologies were taken as read and recorded in the minute book.   

BSC/17/7  Minutes and matters arising 

The minutes of the meeting held on 2 February 2017 were approved as 
a true and accurate record of the meeting.   

There was one action carried over, which was the request from a member for 
clarity on the application of tariffs for their products for South Korea – US – 
Europe 

China rail link: FTA had an action from the previous meeting to find out more 
information. FTA spoke to the forwarding agent for the rail link, 123 Logistics, 
and the project manager at DP World London Gateway. DP World are keen to 
engage BSC members and will provide further practical details (time, cost, 
frequency etc) as soon as they are available.  

All other actions were completed. 

BSC/17/8  Market Review 

Brexit 

One member noted specifically that they are making contingency plans for a 
hard Brexit, and are concerned that supply chain partners may be “in denial” 
about potential Brexit impacts. A more detailed discussion on AEO, Customs and 
Brexit was held later in the meeting.  

Container line issues 

Tendering 



Several members have recently concluded tenders for container shipping. The 
members present at the meeting typically used a 1 or 2-year contract.  

One noted that prices have been reasonable and that they have seen differences 
between the lines in this tendering round, with another noting that rates were a 
“mixed bag” with no consistency.  

One more member included lead time requirements in addition to rate in their 
tender process, while another used the opportunity to reduce the total number 
of operators involved in the supply chain.  

Another noted that colleagues in their business are challenging the supply chain 
logistics team to get a clearer idea of long-term rates. FTA noted that the FTA 
model contract and contract advice service can help with this 

Disruption, Capacity, Alliances 

A key issue was whether the capacity crunch that members raised at the 
previous meeting was continuing, whether it had been primarily seasonal, and 
whether the new Alliance route patterns were causing additional problems.  

One member noted that Alliance changes in service patterns have led to 
disruption, primarily exports to the Far East, but they have seen some import 
issues too. 

Another reported that Chinese ports have seen some disruption with Alliances, 
but in their case this was primarily a lot of “noise” without seeing major 
problems. 

One member noted that some containers had been rolled (i.e. bumped off 
scheduled service due to capacity constraints). Another had not had these 
specific problems but noted that it was taking them more work than they expect 
to get the agreed level of service as per the contract. (they have 2-year 
contracts with lines).  

Another member reported that they were ahead of their volume forecasts for 
imports from China, and that they can get space for forecasted volumes, but 
they are not getting flexibility in cases where their volumes exceed forecasts.  

One member noted specifically that DP World are moving some loops to London 
Gateway from Southampton, and that more capacity is being made available at 
Felixstowe & Southampton, but with decreased frequency and less choice. The 
same member noted that Distribution Centres are not be located near 
Southampton, which will create problems as more sailings are shifted to that 
port.  

Other issues 

One member reported problems out of Sri Lanka, where there was a go-slow for 
a couple of weeks at one of the terminals that caused delays. There was also a 
problem whereby the planned movement of containers between terminals at 
Colombo port didn’t happen, so a feeder vessel was required to move them. 

Temperature controls 



A member is looking at wine shipments from NZ & Australia – looking to trial 
transhipments via Singapore; didn’t use them normally due to heat exposure, 
and looking for ways to understand what happens to the product (as opposed to 
the container itself) under higher temperatures.  

CW noted that Maersk are looking at this issue around temperature control of 
product inside containers. Edrington have similar issues moving bottled whiskey 
– some cork popping problems – need to understand what’s happening with 
product as opposed to packaging.  

Road 

European road hauliers are requesting with CAF (currency) and BAF (bunker 
fuel) price adjustments for work already completed. 

Air 

No operational concerns were raised 

BSC/17/9  Secretary’s Report 

AV briefed the members on items in the meeting papers, with the addition of a 
verbal briefing on two Global Shippers Forum (GSF) activities relevant to British 
shippers: 

Air Cargo: GSF has signed a MOU with the IATA air cargo initiative, Cargo iQ to 
represent shippers’ views on benchmarking performance on the air cargo 
industry and will be seeking input from air shippers on this going forward.  

Maritime Climate Change: GSF continues to influence the debate on climate 
change at the IMO. and GSF has been invited to co-sponsor papers presented by 
national governments at the next meeting in July. GSF is pushing for a deal that 
will address emissions but share any costs arising across the shipping industry 
as well as end customers (shippers) 

BSC/17/10  Night Flights - Heathrow Expansion – FTA position  

After discussion, BSC members amended the draft policy position that was 
presented in the meeting papers. In summary, BSC members felt that DfT had 
not presented sufficient evidence to justify the proposed legal ban of 6.5 hours.  

Members were particularly concern about retention of early morning arrivals, 
and noted a lack of evidence to support assertions that these could be retimed 
to later in the working day. 

The FTA consultation response should be redrafted to call for further evidence to 
support this proposal, and to emphasise the economic value of the existing night 
flights and to call for their retention. 

Action: FTA to amend Heathrow consultation response as per member decision  

BSC/17/11  Brexit: AEO and Customs  

AV updated members on the issues raised in the meeting papers, namely the 
outline plans the HMRC are considering for an AEO-type scheme tentatively 



entitled “Trusted Trader”, and suggestions for further engagement with 
government to ensure the shippers’ voice is clearly heard. 

Members fed back their current experiences of AEO, what alternative customs 
simplifications they are using for non-EU trade, and initial views on the “Trusted 
Trader” concept from HMRC. 

Comments on AEO and “Trusted Trader” scheme 

There were several AEO authorised shippers at the meeting. They pointed out 
that AEO is in effect a “Trusted Trader” scheme, but shared a common view that 
despite the stringent application and re-authorisation process, they do not 
benefit from a fully trusted relationship with HMRC and are not seeing sufficient 
benefits from the scheme. They could not point to specific examples of what are 
they trusted to do under the rules of the scheme. 

AEO authorised shippers questioned why companies get should benefits of an 
“Trusted Trader” type of scheme without having to go through the stringent 
processes required to become an AEO? 

They also stated that AEO approved companies should enjoy the same benefits 
as any future “Trusted Trader” scheme 

Several members noted that they were not AEO, but used CFSP (simplified 
customs procedures) which provides a practical simplification without the full 
extent of the AEO authorisation and re-authorisation process. For example, it 
enables a short form customs entry, with 1 month to do a full declaration, and 
the freight forwarder can do it for you.  

However, companies need to be pre-approved by HMRC to use CFSP, and there 
here are tight rules – for example while there is one month to file the complete 
declaration, companies must not be late submitting them. The outline proposal 
from HMRC sounds like a CFSP (customs freight simplified procedure) approach.  

Under a “Trusted Trader” approach, what would hauliers do with groupage 
consignments which contained a non-trusted consignment? 

There is similarity in principal between the HMRC proposals & Known Consigner 
scheme, which is a security simplification scheme.  

FTA noted that we need to engage at a higher level in government, as well as 
the operational level, and that mutual recognition is key – we need to 
understand the position of Germany and other key EU players 

FTA also noted that Germany has a far greater uptake of AEO than Britain, and 
have asked Have asked the FTA Brussels office to find out why this is the case. 
One member noted in response that It could be that the benefits of AEO have 
accrued to traders in countries with comparatively poor customs procedures. 
The UK has good customs arrangements compared to many other countries.  

Several members noted the Australian “Trusted Trader” scheme as a good 
example. 

Actions: 



FTA to convert BSC feedback into a position statement on AEO and “Trusted 
Trader” to include in a broader FTA policy paper on Customs and Brexit 

FTA to consider inviting HMRC to attend next BSC meeting on 6 July for a 
bilateral workshop session on AEO and possible future “Trusted Trader” type 
scheme 

BSC members are asked to speak to their colleagues specialising in Customs / 
trade compliance to join the FTA Customs Group where issues like this are 
discussed in more detail, but currently there are not enough shipper members 
involved. The contact is Alex Veitch, aveitch@fta.co.uk  

The FTA consultation response should be redrafted to call for further evidence to 
support this proposal, and to emphasise the economic value of the existing night 
flights and to call for their retention. 

BSC/17/11  Megaships and Alliances  

The FTA consultation response should be redrafted to call for further evidence to 
support this proposal, and to emphasise the economic value of the existing night 
flights and to call for their retention. 

CW gave a presentation updating members on the latest issues and the FTA and 
Global Shippers’ Forum action plan to address structural and competition issues 
in the market. The slides are available on the FTA BSC member’s page 

Summary of the container line market 

Members noted that there is a decreasing number of carriers. The market is in a 
consolidation period, driven by balance sheets of carriers. There are now fewer 
options. We can challenge it but we can’t expect to change the trajectory of the 
market.  

The new Alliance structure launched in April, and mergers and acquisitions are 
ongoing, so until this settles down shippers we won’t have a complete picture of 
how it affects us. 

Megaships are on the Asia – Europe trades mainly; there are cascades of smaller 
vessels in S. American trades. 

Summary of Concerns 

Strong consensus that service quality, reliability and transparency is poor. 

Container lines offer a less transparent service than airlines – shippers don’t 
know if boxes will move, and then they don’t know what will happen if boxes 
don’t move. With airlines, there are guarantees in place if cargo doesn’t move. 
They want to see maritime focused on service – e.g. reliability.  

There is some reason to suspect that lines may be controlling spot rates. 

Innovation wise, container lines are well behind. The last major innovation was 
the “daily Maersk” but that didn’t take off 

mailto:aveitch@fta.co.uk


It is unclear what the lines’ priorities are. Is it lifting the maximum amount of 
cargo? Is it lead times?  Another noted that they feel their mindset is focused on 
the rate and not the service.  

Opportunities for Action 

Members noted that buyers (i.e. shippers) lack influence in the container 
market. Consensus that if feels as if there are limited options for shippers to 
influence the state of the mareket.  

Legal remedies are limited – there was a concern raised that If a shipper takes 
one of the large operators to court you’re going to have problems with service 
from them going forward. That said, it was also noted that there have been 
regular examples of large shippers taking legal action against large carriers.  

There are no realistic alternative options for the high volumes moved by 
container shipping; one member noted that the China Rail service could 
potentially be a counterweight but these are likely to be low volumes; another 
agreed but stated that this may in effect abstract from air freight rather than 
sea freight.  

CW reiterated the actions that FTA / Global Shippers’ Forum / European 
Shippers’ Council are taking to ensure the EU Commission and market 
authorities in relevant jurisdictions are aware of shippers’ concerns, and noted 
the upcoming opportunities such as reviews of competition regulation.  

CW also reiterated the importance of members providing case studies and other 
supporting further information to back up the association’s interventions on their 
behalf, and that FTA will be asking them for this kind of information in the 
future.  

One member concluded that they were not sure what can be done about 
Alliances, but it’s worth an effort. Don’t want to be back here in 12 months’ time 
with even fewer options.  

This was balanced by a view from several members that they didn’t want to 
push immediately to some form of legal complaint or to formally request a 
competition review, but instead review the state of the market in 2-3 months.  

Conclusion 

Shippers are very concerned about the concentration in the market, and are 
waiting to see the full implication of the new Alliance structures and latest wave 
of M&A. They want lines to improve on performance, reliability, transparency 
and innovateion as well as costs.  

Regarding next steps, FTA and GSF should “keep at it” - there was full 
endorsement of points made by CW in the presentation. However members are 
not ready yet to go for a full legal complaint / formal request for competition 
review, but want to keep this under review and discuss at future meetings.  

FTA will come back to BSC members to ask for case studies and, potentially 
more detailed evidence on container line problems, when preparing the next 
phase of activity.  



Action: Review state of the market and potential next steps at next meeting on 
6 July. 

    Date of next meeting 

The next meeting of British Shippers Council will take place on Thursday 6 July 
2017 at One Great George Street, London.   

 

 



  
 
  
  
 
 
 
 
 

Freight Transport Council 

Minutes of the meeting held at One Great George Street, London, SW1P 3AA on 

Thursday 4 May 2017 at 13:30 

 
 
PRESENT  ) 
   ) 
IN ATTENDANCE ) As recorded in the minute book 
   )  
APOLOGIES  ) 
 
 
 
FTC/17/10 Apologies and personnel 
 
Apologies for absence were taken as read. 
 
The President welcomed Donald Stark from HM Treasury, and new staff member Heidi Skinner. 
 
 
FTC/17/11 Minutes and matters arising 
 
The minutes of the meeting held on 2 February 2017 were adopted.  
 
 
FTC/17/12 Chief Executive’s report     
 
David Wells, CEO, gave an update on the previous quarter’s activities, supplementing the commentary 
in the Activities Report. 
 
 
FTC/17/13 Diesel Tax and HGV Road User Levy Reform 
 
Donald Stark outlined the previous Government’s thinking and plans for examining the reform of 
diesel tax and HGV Road User Levy. The Government had announced reviews in the budget.  These 
are aimed at seeing if the measures can more of a role in improving air quality.  Also, the tax review 
is partly to see if funds can be raised to pay for any package of spending on air quality issues, whilst 
the levy could be reformed to encourage ‘efficient’ use of the road network. These reviews were due 
to take place over the next six months or so, with announcements on tax in the autumn budget. 
 
Diesel Taxation 
 
Observations/ questions from members: 

• What is the Treasury’s view on those members of the public who live in areas with limited or 
no access to public transport? How will this be balanced across the country so people with no 
public access aren’t penalised for having a diesel vehicle and may not be in the position to 
change their vehicles.  

• One member has been trialling gas trucks, however they are on average £1000 more than 
diesel vehicles, is there any government movement towards supporting gas trucks? Will there 



  

  

be any additional support for gas infrastructure? Trucks are available to buy however there 
aren’t any refuelling stations. 

• Could government look to offer fuel or VED discounts to encourage operators to switch to 
alternative, cleaner fuels?.  

• Many operators who currently own Euro V vehicles are holding onto a lot of residual value,  a 
Euro V truck that currently holds £20,000 worth of value could drop to £14,000 with the 
scrappage scheme, this could be detrimental to businesses.  

• Many felt that they were being penalised for taking action early when it was a choice, now late 
adopters may be getting support.  

• What about vehicles that have had to be retrofitted to suit a specific type of work? These 
vehicles have had a lot of money spent on them, if they are now scrapped, and new vehicles 
bought, who is going to help the business recoup the lost money? 

• There currently isn’t a gas powered chassis available, unless it is retrofitted to a diesel vehicle.  
• Are the Government looking at other producers of emissions? Freight isn’t the soul producer of 

emissions, are railway stations and buses also being looked at? Will the fines apply to these 
groups to and will they be proportional to the amount of emissions being released? 

• Reduced Pollution Certificate scheme - cost a lot of money to join, and was withdrawn with a 
certain amount of benefit. Will this certificate last forever or is it now invalid? 

• If operators are expected to upgrade their fleet to cleaner vehicles, will the government invest 
in the roads to ensure traffic keeps moving? There needs to be a co-ordinated and co-
operative approach, highways need to link up efficiently to stop traffic idling. 

 
Road User Levy 
Regarding the HGV user levy the question was raised should the structure of the levy be changed so 
operators are rewarded for fuel efficiency, route planning and other compliant behaviours?  It was 
suggested that this was not being introduced to raise more money but to reward good operators and 
incentivise efficient behaviour. 
 
Observations/ questions from members: 

• Are foreign drivers targeted? The plan is to introduce a UK levy that would include foreign 
drivers. 

• Members commented that the Government need to decide whether they are targeting air 
quality through cleaner vehicles or by enabling drivers to use the strategic road network more 
efficiently. If you are a UK driver congestion can cost operators 3 per cent of revenue a day. 
Certain roads such as the M6, M1 and M62 are known to be particularly problematic. 

• When the motorways are shut and operators are forced to sit in congestion, it costs operators 
money.  Currently the buyer / supplier power relationship is out of balance and operators are 
more often being asked to deliver within a 30 minute window, with extra charges at peak 
hours.  

• There is a sense of contradicting schemes, London Lorry control scheme costs many operators 
extended delivery travel times, with the time constraints of drivers hours and working time, 
drivers often aren’t able to change how they operate and it feels as though there are 
increasing obstacles against operators trying to do their jobs. Government need to take into 
consideration other legislation put in place that can cause inefficiency. 

• Operators feel they are being solely targeted, congestion and air quality should be a shared 
responsibility. 

• It’s not just vehicles who use fuel, any increased charges will have a wider impact and include 
other groups e.g. manufacturers. 

 
FTC/17/14 Elections Update 
 
Cristopher Snelling reported that FTA had prepared a draft of a UK election manifesto for comments.  
Following finalisation, it would be circulated to political audiences and the media, and used as the basis 
for post election campaigning.   
 
Members observed that the language on the responsive ability of others on road safety should be 
strengthened, this was agreed to. 
 
Heidi Skinner then reported on the urban mayoral elections taking place that day.  Greater Manchester, 
Tees Valley, West Midlands, Liverpool City Region, Peterborough & Cambridge and West of England 
Combined Authorities will elect their first Metro Mayors. 
 



  

  

Powers devolved would range from transport, housing and planning and employment, with some 
Mayors taking on the role of Police and Crime Commissioner simultaneously.  
 
Each deal however, would be unique to the area and subject to local negotiations. While some regions 
such as Greater Manchester have enjoyed a number of devolution deals and will see the Mayor and 
Combined Authority take on much more responsibility, areas such as Tees Valley will see less powers 
devolved 
 
 
 
FTC/17/15 Brexit Update 
 
James Hookham reported that Brexit could bring in new procedures and border regimes. FTA now 
needs to try and understand the negotiations and work with any changes to minimise the effects on 
the supply chain. 
 
British Shippers Council are discussing a trusted trader scheme, a list of known businesses, and 
traders to fast track through border control and customs. This will aim to reduce delays at ports. It is 
not just the shippers that will be affected, it will also have a knock-on affect further on down the 
supply chain.  
 
A further update was due after the election, which should yield some further information and details 
and industry can hopefully look forward to some new trading opportunities with non EU countries 
 
 
FTC/17/16 Any other business 
 
There were no additional items of business. 
 
 
FTC/17/17 Date of next meeting 
 
The next meeting of Freight Transport Council would take place on 6 July 2017 One Great George 
Street, Westminster, London SW1P 3AA. 
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